Join us and be part of our growing team of engineers based in Colombo. This is our key software development centre outside London, and you will be joining our team of 30 engineers working on exciting projects, upgrading to new technology, and creating cutting edge web and mobile application solutions for the Institute.

You will be working in our modern premises in the heart of Colombo’s commercial district, in a friendly company where we actively encourage a healthy work/life balance, working Monday to Friday, and the office is closed on Poya days.

Headquartered in the United Kingdom and established 30 years ago, the Institute, which is also a registered charity, has a global workforce of over 180 staff and net reserves of over Rupees 3 billion (30,000 lakhs). For further information please visit www.cisi.org

We are looking for talented individuals with the following qualifications, skills, and experience:

- Excellent English verbal and written communication skills.
- A degree in Computer Science or equivalent, from a recognised university or institute.
- 12 months (minimum) relevant work experience after graduating.
- Able to work independently with minimum supervision.
- Experience of using the following in the work environment, .Net and C# technologies with a sound working knowledge in Net Framework/.Net Core, MVC, MVVM, Entity Framework and Web API.
- Good working knowledge in SQL Server technologies with hands on experience in TSQL query writing
- Also, knowledge ofHTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, jQuery, and familiarity with agile software development methodologies (SCRUM) with Test Driven Development (TDD), and version control systems like Azure DevOps with GIT.
- Experience in developing cross-platform mobile applications using Xamarin Forms, and SSRS Reporting will be an advantage.

As we do not develop in Java, we do not required experience of this technology

The role with us has a lot of variety and you will be:

- Developing and supporting CISI’s applications
- Analysing issues, designing, and building solutions to the issues, proactively identifying and fixing application code.
- Designing/writing test scripts and conducting regression testing, when required.
- Following industry standards for supporting software applications, including strict version control, code peer group reviews, documentation of code, standard naming conventions on all database tables/fields, etc.
- Working on new technologies eg Net Core and .Net 5/6, and Xamarin

We also provide our employees with:

- Relevant training
- A competitive salary and a range of benefits after probation including:
  - Medical benefits – Hospitalization cover and medical reimbursement
  - Insurance Cover
  - Travel Allowance
  - Sports club subsidy

Please send us your CV, with details of the technologies you have used at work, and your salary expectations to jobs@cisi.org